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MONEY: PAST, PRESENT, and FUTURE.

First off, as a lead-in to this short paper, the incredible fact that no one really knows 
what money actually is, let alone how this correlates with both a real-, and a crypto-
supply of it, needs to be recognized; for a coherent and comprehensive monetary 
theory still hasn't been written yet. For a disbeliever’s confirmation of this plain 
assertion, if one’s point of departure is: Neoclassical, Mainstream, and arguably 
Austrian – search (Hahn's Problem*1); Post Keynesians, (Davidson, 1978*2) will 
instead find their definitive answer in Hicks' ‘money is what money does’ maxim-
cum-“theoretical” cornerstone; Marxists would do well to check Marx’s reasoning 
(Capital II*3) as to how monetary profits, at least in terms of modern ‘fiat’ money, 
could possibly come about; and MMT’s self-declaration of solely being a money-
operational approach(*4), is well known too. How come?!! Why is it that the very 
nature of money, the keystone to an imperative closing of an economy’s theoretical 
understanding, is so incredibly difficult to get a firm handle on?..  It’s because our 
money can’t be system-internally (or systemically) identified, as all the discipline’s 
theoreticians cannot stop taking for granted, but instead is solely systematically 
identifiable, that’s why; with the latter being defined as a given system's field-of-
inquiry continuity, thus here inclusive of the economic system’s final outputs as its 
imperatively sought-after purpose fulfillments. And, with an entirely human-made 
economic system not being in fact real until being purpose fulfilling, as well as 
society not being a system, money in a modern economy – given the latter to indeed 
be a dynamic system, construed by society as an ongoing process for a definitively-
set purpose of general living-standard sustainment, with all this implies – requires an 
all important revision in a modern conceptualization of what our money coherently 
has to be, from a wider societal perspective.

Money cannot possibly be defined systemically, because no general purpose can ever
be determined to roll out from within the totality of its systemic components. The yet
purposeful societal system, wherein we make a living right now and wherein money 
performs an existential function in its continuance, couldn’t have evolved unaffected
operationally from earlier materially-real feudal societies, that were existing without 
needing to conform to any preset formal purpose. For regardless the imaginings of 
modern financial power-brokers, as having inherited an economic environment from 
earlier feudal barons – as non-systems, those societies were composed solely of all-
physical assets (including its money); while a modern geo-capitalist system, being 
identifiable as integrated processes all fully denominated in convertible currencies, 
in the main nowadays consist of non-material claims. Claims that are negatively 
valued(*5) and indeterminate as far as purpose fulfillment goes; and that, as known 
systemic debts, are still in an absolute need of being resolved – with a maximized 
claim-resolution thus consequently demonstrating a maximized economic efficiency.
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The criterion of successful capitalism thus doesn’t lie in maximizing appropriated 
income per se, as from solely material outcomes these are still unreal. Its measure 
instead lies in an ongoing accumulation of intermediate claims to wealth; that thus 
for the time being only form the legitimized booked means, whereby then afterwards
a transformation into societal (positive and determinate) assets, or an actual wealth, 
must still take place – so as to indeed maximize an economic efficiency. While their 
accompanying systemic-debt resolutions, only being able to occur via exchanges 
conducted in terms of money, are determining thereby the reality not only of all 
economically having pertained material components, but simultaneously also and at 
last will be able to determine the true nature of money itself; which wouldn’t be 
taking place without an economy's underlying purpose fulfillment, understood as 
philosophically not conceptualizable from within. Hence the very inability to argue 
coherently what money is – from a static situation prior to, yet taking for granted the
occurrence of an economy’s purposeful resolution; and, when morphologically, its 
non-material composition in terms of various units of account is still indeterminate 
in value and thus isn’t existing yet as a reality, since a booked economy that isn’t 
ongoingly in the process of replacing itself cannot materially exist. 

But because our minds abhor reasoning from a state of affairs wherein any present is 
inherently too incomplete to serve as positively-valued analytical points of departure; 
an inscrutable conflation of positive and negative values, statically instituted to reign 
as current directives toward an economy's desired continuity, has unrecognizably but 
inevitably led to a dismal fail by the discipline's money theoreticians. For he latter 
have all been operating under the delusive impression of being able to validly abstract
from an economy that is intrinsically dynamically functioning – while simplistically 
holding on to yet having a reasonable argument, despite ominous appearances of self-
contradictions. The effect thus is that: “thinking like an economist” as well as “doing 
economics”, both implying to have an existing determinate structure at one’s service 
to do so from – can’t be anything but projecting a conceited chimera of reality. Let 
alone holding an economy to be conceptually self-sustaining, in a static-equilibrium 
setting of all money-denoted economic equations; while money itself sorely remains 
indefinable.

The nature of money hence derives from an economy’s constitutional identity as a 
purposeful tool, or a means to an end – a subset, wherein we make a living, to the 
societal set wherein we live – and wherein each person only makes economically 
pertaining decisions about an operational subset and in terms of specific units of 
measurement; which however may or may not be in the best interest of the societal 
set, differently measured, as a whole. This fundamental identity isn’t the Keynesian 
systemically-static fictitious identity Y=C+I, but instead is the dynamic – no returns 
= no economy – identity. From this it follows not only that any statically-determinate
point of departure is theoretically already a dead end before any kind of theorization 
can commence, but also that in a purposeful economic system, demand determines 
supply(*6); meaning that anterior to effectuating a demand, an economy is wholly 



indeterminate in value – about which composition nothing statically definitive, nor a 
causally-connected methodology of higher-mathematical manipulation, is applicable.
Keynes however, because of letting himself be corrupted by his inner-investor's 
voice, found himself stuck in paradox-purgatory ever since. For his multipliers are in
an absolute need of determinate points of departure; and so if, a priori, these cannot 
be determined – a rejection of both a MEC and that of a functioning investment 
multiplier becomes imperative. This means therefore that in a successfully operating 
economy, and the only part of its significance that serves us, C determines the value 
of I, through Y, dynamically. Money not only is thus very much subject to this reality
itself; but also the reason why all evident material-economic means-of-production 
components, by systemically having been denominated in its terms, can, while 
dynamically operating as purposeful tool, temporarily behave in this abstract way of 
validly being part of a non-material and indeterminately-valued identity. And this 
again means that one now needs to forget about apparent money attributes like: a 
material means of exchange, and a store of material value. Money, in our modern 
economy when it is functioning within an attainable dynamic equilibrium, is solely a
non-material unit of account. This is also further borne out philosophically, because 
nothing can be in existence as its own opposite – here, within the same thesis as to 
how an economy works, as both having a negative and a positive identity; as well as 
by being both a thing and a non-thing, simultaneously.
But while a cashless society is about to exemplify this very fact; a giro system, 
principally invented many centuries ago around the very birth of capitalism itself, 
already was working similarly in attaining a dynamic equilibrium. And both the 
quarterly fairs of the middle ages and its contemporaneously-issued commercial 
bills-of-exchange, worked to at least greatly reduce the then systemically necessary 
application of money(*6) as a materiality. 

MMTists, while having made the pithy discernment – ‘money=debt≠a thing’ that 
happens to be true in terms of an economy’s essentially-dynamic reality as a non-
material system of accounts, always being on its way to becoming and thus never is, 
still stumble in clearing the all important hurdle of theirs being an actual theory. By 
this I mean, coming up with a set of indubitable first principles and let conclusions 
like the one above roll out of it by logical deduction. For in lack of such a formal 
theory, ambiguities like: positively-valued material “money-things” and a ditto 
“money supply”, that are empirically observed in equal weightiness, almost can’t 
help but yet slip in. But how can there possibly be a supply of non-things, to serve as
a positive material point of departure and subsequently be open to acquire (e.g.) a 
velocity of circulation – analytically?  MMT, even as solely being an operational 
approach, isn’t coherent in my book.

So, regardless of persuasion, this would mean that anyone attributing ‘certain’ 
properties to money, in whatever form, not only can’t possibly know what they are 
talking about; but also the fact that no one can accuse anyone else of lacking a 



proper economic education in that respect. Given a state of societal affairs where the 
discipline of economics has no choice but to fall back on crude appearances, together
with a society that is substantially addicted to making it rich without actually having 
to produce any material things – is it any wonder why cryptocurrencies have been 
allowed to “thrive” and at times also spectacularly fail(*7)? In China and Russia 
though, saner minds are obviously starting to prevail(*8); while yet being serious 
about implementing CB cryptocurrencies of their own issue. Whether this is a 
propitious or an ominous development ought to have become judgeable by the final 
paragraph of this short paper.  

But as earlier made abundantly clear – the big picture, and not just the motives and 
freedom to invest in a cryptocurrency, should be kept in mind here. We're talking 
about an economy wherein every human activity is a booked entry; either on the 
debit, or credit side of its accounts – making it a formal system, that according to 
Gödel is incomplete within itself. This is the reality that both the Mainstream and 
Marxism, each convinced of having the absolute truth on their side, are finding 
themselves up against. Our economy, as an actual capitalist system, couldn't even 
exist without an underlying system of integrated accounts in convertible currencies; 
that’s always in a process of determining its continuity. This means that accounting, 
like money its unit of measurement, isn’t just greasing, as it were lying on top of 
materially-existing determinate activities; but forms the heart and soul of those 
activities, without which the latter wouldn’t be identifiably existing. And so the 
concept of money being nothing but a veil hiding a material reality underneath itself 
is nothing but a self-serving convenience, held to be true axiomatically in order to 
provide a semblance of logic to an otherwise self-admitted unreality of those and 
other assumptions(*9); while this in the mean time happens to be entailing an 
exculpation of capitalism by an orthodox (marginalist/neoclassical) economics’ 
methodology. It’s all yet bound to fail though: ‘as truth will always conquer, even the
most brilliantly disguised error in the end’ (©Sismondi).

Booked debit entries (negatives) precede resolving credit entries (positives), in an 
economy that by enlarge is vertically integrated. This means that economy-deep 
acquired costs and charged profits – i.e., booked to be resolved systemic debts – 
consolidated into costs at each successive economic level, become passed-on all the 
way from a planned exploration of natural resources down to the retail level, for an 
imperative final resolution and attaining a purposeful end; which is happening only 
through the direct spending of personal income – i.e., both cost and profit sourced 
systemic assets – so that we can obtain our ever with expertise improving standard of
living, back in a positively-valued material reality. This entails a number of things in 
turn, the most significant of which being the efficacy of a universal profit sharing 
over an inefficient shareholder economic participation. 

Acquiring a cryptocurrency with corporately or entrepreneurially disbursed personal 
income on financial markets, as taken for granted to be a positive and material thing 



from the outset, will suspend such beneficial resolution of systemic debt; quite well 
possibly forever, but in the main beyond plug-pulling tolerances by the economy’s 
booked sole aggregate ‘net’ savers/creditors – aka the 1%, more or less. And, it's an 
asset in name only in a global economy, recently having hit $226Tn(*10) of that 
systemic debt on a GGP of around $90Tn. Maybe it’s because aggregate global 
wealth is conventionally estimated to still be almost double that debt(*11), that no 
one seems to be entering a panic mode yet. But this is likely the result of nobody 
seemingly being aware of an aggregate non-marketability of all that “wealth”, 
meaning a total collapse of the “Market’s infallibility” at the limit, nor that in any 
existentially having to be accounted-for economy, between the provisional induction 
of material/natural (raw) resources and a sought-after material standard of living, a 
most counterintuitive temporary inversion of reality – from depletable positive 
values to to be resolved negative values – is in a verifiable need to be dealt with 
logically. And this means that the reality of a 90Tn GGP isn’t a material wealth by 
itself, but can only at its limit self-resolve into a material wealth. And, while as such 
furnishing an economic continuity – by simultaneously turning all these non-material
values-in-exchange into material standards of living, finally positively valued again 
in terms of use-values, and thus readying all its agents for renewed input provision; 
but also, without a dime to spare in order to enable a resolution of any part of that 
$226Tn in amassed  global debt. A further consideration has to include, that we 
cannot expect to ever be growing out of any such aggregated (non-material) debt 
either; regardless of this reassuredly being maintained by conventional economics. 
Since all attempts in that direction will need to start off with booked debit entries, 
having to be resolved all over again, too! There seems to be only a single way out of 
the mess, that our ignorance and greed has got us into – which is nothing short of a 
debt jubilee! What’s a coherent reason why the economy’s 1%rs should be able to 
spurn it?

Positive-value brainwashed cryptocurrency “investors”, dreaming of making it rich, 
are acting from proven to be highly deficient micro-economic principles – and as 
such are naturally clueless as to the well-being of the whole. Or perhaps these 
“mined” cryptocurrencies are a part of MMT’s ambiguous “money-things”?...

The future of money is inseparably connected to the well-being of society, which 
itself is grounded in (ontological*12) Justice – having a version of the 'golden rule' 
as first principle – (Sidgwick, 1893: pp. 378-9*13). Society’s existence cannot afford
being gamed by the institutionally powerful, nor of course through its wannabees, by
unfettered liberty for their own benefit when this occurs to the detriment of the rest; 
or, in other words – no preemptively scuppering a possibly-attainable equilibrium. 
This would mean, given that legit money gets created freely out of thin air as debt 
and always remains a debt (Wray – fundamental position #2*14): 1) the 'net' 
saving/financial-asset investing of corporately and entrepreneurially disbursed 
personal income, is deemed valid only to the extent of getting rid of an economy's 
accumulated deadwood, or a creative destruction if you prefer; 2) no "legalized" 



counterfeiting, being condoned because judicial systems have been thoroughly 
corrupted with micro-economic principles – that are overriding both the golden rule 
underlying Justice and Pareto's welfare-optimality principle*15; and 3), market caps 
of financial assets being limited to resolution capabilities, into living standards, over 
time. (e.g., as a counterexample) The current Fx market cap of $2409Tn, over global 
exports of $19Tn*16, means that 98.7% is used just for the purpose of ‘system 
gaming’ – to as such, through a condoned monetization by the system, provide 
personal incomes to the gamers, to an ongoing detriment of all who are purchasing 
imported final goods, as well as those needing to cover their foreign-traveling 
expenses. So, Forex rates ought to be dynamically fixed ex post by BIS and 
effectively based on actual import/export and perhaps being inclusive of travelers-
tourist data, instead of on hedged futures; though the details of which being well 
beyond the scope of this short discourse. But in any case, the involvements of both 
Forex gamers and governments in the current Forex set up, are bound to run afoul of 
a Pareto optimality in a global economy.

As for the private-sector cryptocurrency market, with a current market cap of 1.8 
Trillion*17, but without brakes conceivably approaching and even surpassing Forex 
size, that too is nothing but purchasing-powerless play money; as the ongoing living-
standard maintenance and a quality enhancement is already fully claimed by those 
whose incomes had ongoingly embedded in living-standard providing final output. 
These latter agents are receiving a double whammy from a system-condoned zero-
sum gain casino capitalism, where the means to gamble and not a living-standard 
enhancement becomes the only attainable economic end purpose; in both having to 
put up with unjustly imposed involuntary unemployment and in a sharing of their 
productivities with those whom an unjust system allows to profit without producing. 
And, if that’s all too abstract, just think of the fact that about one day each week*18, 
most of us are working in a support function of anyone who is receiving their 
personal income from the by enlarge unproductive FIRE sector.

Governments' CB-issued cryptocurrency however is an entirely different kettle of 
fish, the ultimate justification lying in their need to tax; which isn’t to provide a 
value to money, as MMT wants you to believe, but to provide a legitimate claim – by
which their own employees and other deemed worthy recipients become entitled to a
share of private-sector produced final output. Forgoing on taxation altogether, such 
as those “positive money” adherents advocate, and simply “printing” and disbursing 
money directly into circulation is obviously superfluous to the account-resolution 
requirement of the latter, as no embedded claim to it had been developing earlier; 
and is therefore almost certain to be highly inflationary, thereby hurting those in the 
private sector.

Merit-wise, a CB cryptocurrency that is coupled to blockchain could well be 
identifying the system's gamers (thus beyond the current “signature-id” means-
identification of private-sector blockchain), making it super efficient but for the 



benefit of workers for a change, and thus tending to get rid of the gamers over time 
through their own doing*19. It would consequently allow governments to do away 
with virtually all current forms of taxation, as every transaction (both real and 
financial) could be taxed instead at whatever rate is democratically set and case-
specifically applied as being needed for its own upkeep. An extra benefit of a CB 
cryptocurrency would be the virtual elimination of grey and black markets, as well 
as at least its tending toward full employment conditions. Do all these merits trump 
privacy concerns? Most likely, yes; but, in a democracy, a well-informed electorate’s
referendum after an extensive dialog between its pros and cons ought to answer that.
A contrary point of view, condoning the unfettered freedom of making money with 
money, instead of with an effectuated demand for production, will require its own 
theory of what money actually is, as based on some application of Justice and Pareto.
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